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By Resort to Parables: Space, T ime, and Awakened Minds in 

the Lotus Sutra 
 
 

 In the year 2013, when the Swiss can set their watches to the trains that ferry them 

at dizzying speed across their country, space and time seem reliable. We do not expect 

the passage of hours and minutes to deviate from their usual behavior, and though time 

might dilate in tedious situations, we do not typically believe that the temporal and the 

spatial depend upon our perception. It then proves very puzzling, even agitating to place 

ourselves in a world where these taken-for-granted laws of nature bend, twist, and melt 

under the sway of a mind that surpasses their farthest boundaries. 

 This is exactly the setting we find in The Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the 

F ine Dharma, the widely cherished Mahayana Buddhist scripture more commonly 

known as the Lotus Sutra. The text in question, skillfully translated from both Sanskrit 

and Chinese by Leon Hurvitz, is brimming with stories in which the Buddha Shakyamuni 

fills entire world systems with more bodhisattvas than atoms in space and causes multiple 

kalpas to elapse in the period of an afternoon (226). The great bodhisattvas of the Sutra 

are frequently bewildered by these stunts, to say nothing of we wisdomless readers in the 

21
st
 century! How then can we begin to make sense of the unsteady dimensions depicted 

in the Lotus Sutra? In what ways do they serve the pedagogical missions of the scripture 

as a whole? 
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Methods of Inquiry 

 In order to decipher these events, we must encounter the Lotus Sutra first as a 

text, and its settings and timespans as intentionally constructed literary devices. In taking 

this approach, I will suspend any claims about the authenticity of the Sutra or its 

connection to the historical Buddha Shakyamuni. It is not my project to challenge or 

complicate any existing hermeneutic pertaining to the Lotus Sutra, although I think its 

!"#$%&%'()$*"+$,(+-./!$#$!'(0&!!(1"#2"3("#,(-13(/4%*"$1(-0(#2$(54))2&6,(,7"!!04!(.eans. 

Rather, the interpretive strategies that follow will be used to articulate the premises and 

philosophy of the Sutra and connect it to a wider context of Mahayana praxis. 

 Literary criticism offers us a robust set of tools to access the deeper message of 

the Lotus Sutra through its structure. The 20th century theorist Mikhail Bakhtin coined 

#2$(#$%.(8+2%-3-#-/$9(#-(%$0$%(#-(8#2$("3#%"3,"+(+-33$+#$)3$,,(-0(#$./-%&!(&3)(,/&#"&!(

%$!&#"-3,2"/,(#2&#(&%$(&%#",#"+&!!'($:/%$,,$)("3(!"#$%&#4%$9(;5&72#"3(<=>?(@:amining the 

chronotope as a singular representation of space and time in their inseparability enables 

us to trace the changes of temporal scenery in the Lotus Sutra in meaningful ways. In 

particular, I argue that the rapid shifts between chronotopes, their intersections and their 

dissolutions are among the primary techniques by which the Sutra imparts its messages 

upon its reader and encourages us to practice.  

The Subjects of Space and T ime 

 Our inquiry must begin with an acknowledgement of the vastness of scope that 

the Lotus Sutra encompasses. At its outset, the Buddha Shakyamuni shines a ray of light 

from his forehead that illuminates incalculable Buddha fields through space, rendering 

them all easily visible to the fourfold assembly. Perplexed by this fantastic display, the 
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future Buddha Maitreya asks after Manjushri to explain it. The latter then recovers a 

memory from the deep past in which a different Buddha performed the same miracle to 

preface his conferral of The Lotus Blossom of the F ine Dharma (Hurvitz 4,12). The 

1-%!),(%$*$&!$)(A'(#2",(%&'(-0(!"B2#(&%$(%$+7-3$)("3(834.A$%!$,,(."!!"-3,(-0(.'%"&),9(&3)(

#2$('$&%,(,"3+$(C&3D4,2%"6,(/&,#(!"0$("3(8"3+&!+4!&A!$E("30"3"#$E("3+-3+$"*&A!$(

asamkhyeyakalpas.9(F&!+4!&#"-3,(,4+2(&,(#2$,$(+-3#"34$(#-(-++4%(#2%-ughout the text, 

inflating the scale of its events beyond even the grandest numerical description.  

 This vastness accomplishes two things: it distinguishes the Lotus Sutra from 

earlier forms of Buddhist literature, which reckon the path and its fruits in terms of seven 

lifetimes (Thanissaro 2012), and it forms the ur-chronotope in which proceeding times 

and spaces will swim. These first descriptions become so bafflingly huge that all 

reference points disappear within them and our cast of characters is set before a backdrop 

of the inconceivable. This chronotope
1
, in which time and space collapse, is the domain 

of the Buddhas alone, because Shakyamuni continually manipulates space and time at 

will, whereas other beings merely occupy it.  

  The Sutra then proceeds in an episodic fashion, as Buddha Shakyamuni 

confesses, by means of parable, prophecy, and biography, that the nirvana he taught to 

the shravakas was not in fact the ultimate fruit of his Dharma, but that Shariputra and 

company can and must embark upon the career of the bodhisattva. As these tales are told, 

different chronotopes emerge to underline the key points of the narrative and lend more 

power to its images. The first of these that appear is the literary present, in which the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"!This unthinkable infinity in which the Buddhas operate is not truly a chronotope, because time and space 

are transcended within it and therefore not represented in a single, coherent picture. Nevertheless, it 

+-3#$:#4&!"G$,(+-."3B(%$/%$,$3#&#"-3,(-0(#".$(&3)(,/&+$E(&3)(,-(H(+-3#"34$(#-(4,$(#2$(1-%)(8+2%-3-#-/$9(#-(

highlight this narrative function. 
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fourfold assembly gathered at Vulture Peak listen to the teachings of the Thus Come One 

-3(&(#".$(,+&!$(0&."!"&%(#-(-4%(-13($:/$%"$3+$,(-0(/4A!"+(-%&#-%'?(I2&7'.43"6,()",+-4%,$(

then introduces immersive vignettes of the deep past, expounding past accomplishments 

of bodhisattv&,(&3)(#2$(.$%"#,(-0(#2-,$(12-(82&J*$K(&!%$&)'E("3(#".$,(B-3$(A'L(I$$3(

54))2&,(-0(#2$(/&,#L(M$0$%$3#"&!!'(.&)$(-00$%"3B,(#-(#2$.EL(N3)(&!,-(2$&%)(#2",(M2&%.&9(

(Hurvitz 76). This chronotope of the deep past, marked by descriptions of the causes and 

effects pertaining to particular actions throughout incalculable time, is also extended into 

the distant future. Long litanies of praise to those who propagate the Dharma Blossom 

commend those who, by recourse to this Sutra, firmly establish themselves on the long 

path of the bodhisattva. 

 But there is another component to the representations of time and space at work in 

the Lotus Sutra. Close reading reveals that these different chronotopes are addressed to 

some characters and not others. While Shakyamuni remains stationary as dimensions 

warp around him, changing their various forms to suit his expedient means, five thousand 

arrogant disciples were so aggrieved by the thought of a new teaching that they got up 

and left (Hurvitz 29). Whereas Manjushri can recall in detail his experiences trillions of 

'$&%,(&B-E(I2&%"/4#%&(3$$),(#-(&,7(%$/$&#$)!'(#-($*$3(43)$%,#&3)(#2$(54))2&6,("..$)"&#$(

message. The spatial and temporal motifs of the Lotus Sutra are intrinsically connected to 

the representations of its characters. In this way, a third dimension is added to any given 

chronotope: along with time and space, we must account for character representations as 

inexorably bound up with the former. Our text does not merely describe the contours of a 

huge and peculiar universe, it also populates it in a way that stitches its Mahayana 

message into the fabric of reality. 
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 However, it must be acknowledged that the Lotus Sutra is an incredibly dynamic 

and evocative piece of literature. As such, its characters are anything but static and so 

their respective chronotopic forms are as malleable, pliant, and mobile as they are. The 

narratives of the Lotus Sutra are driven by the pursuit of liberation, and as the World-

Honored teaches, his students learn. As the various kinds of beings herein refine their 

minds, their experience of time and space transforms. These adjustments are reflected in 

the literary representations that follow. As such, we must pay close attention to the 

instability of our psycho-chronotopes as they demonstrate the maturation of our 

characters.  

One Vehicle, Many Riders 

 Between space, time, and character, this representational package draws our 

attention to the mental quality of its subjects. The way these mental qualities interface 

with their environment assigns their subjects a certain rank, with Buddhas above 

A-)2",&##*&,(&A-*$(,2%&*&7&,?(O2",(2"$%&%+2'(",($.A$))$)(1"#2"3(#2$(I4#%&6,(!"#$%&%'(

answers to the question of where the minds of its various characters abide, and this 

dwelling place is expressed through or al-3B,")$(#2&#(+2&%&+#$%(#'/$6,("3#$%&+#"-3(1"#2(

time and space. 

 Let us first examine how shravakas are enfolded by particular chronotopic forms 

&3)(2-1(#2$,$($*-!*$(#2%-4B2(#2$(B%$&#$%(3&%%&#"*$,(-0(#2$(#$:#?(H3(#2$(I4#%&6,($&%!"$%(

+2&/#$%,E(#2$(,2%&*&7&6, experience of space and time does not seem far removed from 

our own. Kasyapa and Subhuti are never the ones trawling up memories from distant past 

lives or foretelling the far-gone future. On the contrary, Shariputra flatly forgot his past 

vows and is now being taught the Dharma Blossom to jog the memory of his former 
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aspirations to Buddhahood (Hurvitz 53). What we see in this forgetting is a particular 

/-,"#"-3"3B(-0(#2$(8&%2&#9("3(%$!&#"-3(#-(#2$()$$/(/&,#?(P"7$(&!!(,$3#"$3#(A$"3B,E(#2$(

shravakas in their current form are the result of endless concatenations of self-authored 

causes and their effects, extending backwards interminably into beginningless time. As 

we shall see, this also holds true for the bodhisattvas and even the Buddhas. However, 

only a very narrow swath of this causal trajectory is visible to the arhat of the Lotus 

Sutra. Much like ourselves, it would seem that most of their past is inaccessible, and they 

consequently exert less control over their rebirths. But the arhat remains in some sense an 

accomplished practitioner, and so the result of this retentive cataract is not total disaster 

but simply the need to try again. The shravaka has misremembered or missed the point, 

but has done well enough to be reborn in the presence of a Buddha. 

 T2$(I4#%&("#,$!0(&%#"+4!&#$,(#2$(&%2&#6,(/!"B2#("3(#$%.,(-0(/&%&A!$,?(O2$(.-,#(

poignant of these features the single heir to a wealthy kingdom who, out of youthful 

)$0"&3+$(-%(,#4/")"#'E(0!$$,(2",(0&#2$%6,(+-4%#(#-(&(0-%$"B3(+-43#%'?(H3(&3(&!"$3(!&3)E(!"0$(

proves difficult, and the son becomes a hapless beggar. Meanwhile, the ever-forgiving 

father searches near and far for his inheritor, and after fifty years encounters his son in a 

border town. His son, however, beleaguered by half a century of destitution, does not 

recognize his father and is too crazed or stubborn to accept the inheritance of a kingdom 

from a man he thinks he does not know. The king then puts his son to work shoveling 

dung, gradually building up his confidence until he is finally able to accept the wealth 

that is his regal birthright. 

 This story figures Shakyamuni as the character of the clever king and the 

shravakas as the obstinate son (Hurvitz 89). While the arhats believe themselves to have 
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accomplished the fruit of the path, the Lotus Sutra tells us that they are in fact contenting 

#2$.,$!*$,(#-(,2-*$!(,2"#E(&3)("30"3"#$!'(.-%$(&1&"#,(#2$.("0(#2$'(&++$/#(#2$(54))2&6,(

bequeathal of  the bodhisattva path. Like the son, the shravakas flit around from place to 

place Qfrom life to life- with a kind of myopic fixation that occludes the wider scale of 

past and future. Although they do practice, and are constantly beheld with compassion, 

their truncated view of scale, of cause and effect through big space and time, prevents 

them from apprehending the riches of bodhisattvahood. 

 R-1$*$%E(#2",(+%"#"S4$(-0(#2$(&%2&#6,(%$&!"G&#"-3(",(3-#(&3(-3#-!-B"+&!(-3$?(T&%(

from encouraging sectarian bias, Shakyamuni illustrates, through the parable of the 

burning house, the arhats are simply on the lower end of the same spectrum as 

bodhisattvas (Hurvitz 62). The doctrine of the One Buddha Vehicle that emerges from 

these parables underscores an inclusive element of the Lotus Sutra that frames any barrier 

between a sentient being and the Fine Dharma as temporary and able to be overcome by 

expedient means. So although the time and space of shravakas mark them as subordinate 

#-(A-)2",&##*&,E(#2$'(&%$(3$*$%(1"#2-4#(/%-.",$(-0(B%-1"3B("3#-(#2$(A-)2",&##*&6,(

expanded universe.  

 After establishing the temporal ignorance of the arhat, the Sutra supplies us with 

their more successful and praiseworthy counterparts, the bodhisattvas. Although the text 

opens with a conversation between Manjushri and Maitreya, the first nine chapters shine 

a spotlight on the arhats and their room for improvement. In chapter ten, a shift occurs in 

#2$(3&%%&#"*$(&3)(#2$(A-)2",&##*&,(#&7$(+$3#$%(,#&B$(&,(I2&7'&.43"6,(.&"3("3#$%!-+4#-%,?(

In this new narrative milieu, the miraculous tenor that was previously conveyed by 

parable is now made manifest in the literary present as the extinct Buddha Many Jewels 
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returns intact from nirvana and untold numbers of bodhisattvas well up out of the earth to 

join the assembly (Hurvitz 187, 225). With the arrival of bodhisattvas into the foreground 

of the Sutra comes much fictive fanfare, and these adornments are marked by fantastic 

distortions of space and time. 

 The names of the characters that emerge in this section also reflect these 

expanded chronotopic devices, thereby placing individuals within the field of imagery 

used to lionize the bodhisattva path. This accords the bodhisattvas greater distinction both 

in terms of hierarchy and personality, as their names reflect their robust occupation of 

#".$(&3)(,/&+$?(U&.$,(!"7$(8V",)-.(N++4.4!&#"-39(&3)(8@*$%(W$%,$*$%ing (Hurvitz 

198, 264)) indicate many past and future lifetimes to be spent assiduously engaging in 

conduct that cultivates insight and will not be derailed by hardship. These two names in 

particular evince the temporal dimension of the bodhisattva ideal as presented by the 

Sutra and discussed below, foreshadowing the karmic pedigrees that enable bodhisattvas 

to engage with the splendor of ductile space and time. 

Form and F ruit on the Bodhisattva Path 

 This literary shift into bodhisattva territory also marks a transition from 

allegorical tales to more direct exegesis of the benefits and methods of keeping and 

propagating the Dharma Blossom. In chapter 10, immediately following the closure of 

I2&7'&.43"6,(0-+4,(-3(#2$(&%2&#,E(1$()",+-*$%(#2&#(#2-,$(12-(7$$/(this teaching after the 

$:#"3+#"-3(-0(#2$(O&#2&B&#&(;&3)(#2$,$(&%$(3$+$,,&%"!'(A-)2",&##*&,>(1"!!(8A$3$0"#(0%-.(#2$(

/%-#$+#"*$(."3)04!3$,,(-0(#2$(54))2&,(3-1("3(-#2$%(S4&%#$%,9(;R4%*"#G(XY<>?(N!#2-4B2(

the Buddha was previously depicted as showing infinite patience towards the arhats, they 

1$%$(3$*$%($:&!#$)(&,(-AD$+#,(-0(#2$(54))2&,6(+&%$("3(#$%.,($:/!"+"#(&,(#2$,$?(O&7$(3-#$(
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#2&#(#2",(,#&#$.$3#(!$3),(A-)2",&##*&,(#2$(/%-#$+#"-3(-0(54))2&,(8"3(-#2$%(S4&%#$%,E9(

implying both that Buddhas can protect from afar and that the bodhisattvas of the Lotus 

Sutra will dwell in the security of the Buddhas wherever they go, expanding these 

+2&%&+#$%,6(%&3B$(-0(.-#"-3(#2%-4B2-4#(,/&+$("3(&(1&'(#2&#(/!&+$,(#2$.(&A-*$(#2$"%(

settings, vast as they may be. 

 This universal protection evokes a kind of filial relationship between the Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas, and this water-tight bond is illustrated by metaphoric images in the 

"3,#%4+#"-3,(#2&#(0-!!-1?(O2$(8W%$&+2$%,(-0(#2$(M2&%.&9(12-(1",2(#-(A$3$0"#(A$"3B,(A'(

teaching this Sutra we are told must do so by emulating both the form and the mind of the 

Buddha. They are instructed to enter the room, don the cloak, and sit on the throne of the 

Thus Come One, which correspond respectively to accomplishing impartial compassion, 

forebearance of hardship, and realization of emptiness (Hurvitz 180). These are perhaps 

the most lucid pith instruction in the entire Sutra, but their delivery in the form of a 

metaphor serves to blend the forms and inner qualities of Buddhahood into one discrete 

image of the awakened teacher.  

But the imagery of the Lotus Sutra is ever fluid and impossible to pin down. Later 

in the text we learn that Shakyamuni possesses untallied numbers of emanations, and the 

bodhisattva Fine Sound may appear in any body suited to instruct beings, even the 

54))2&6,(;R4%*"#G(X<ZE([\<>?(N3)(,-(#2$(0-%.,(S4&(0-%.!$,,(S4&!"#"$,(.$3#"-3$)("3(

Preachers of the Dharma form a bridge between the bewildering grandeur of the Sutra 

and the qualities that enable its engagement: the qualities of wisdom and compassion 

cultivated by bodhisattvas and perfected by Buddhas.  
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 The chapters that follow universalize these perfected qualities, the paramitas
2
, in a 

number of interesting ways. The notorious evildoer Devadatta is revealed to have taught 

the Dharma Blossom to Shakyamuni and is conferred a prophecy of Buddhahood, 

expanding the purview of bodhisattvahood to the unlikeliest of characters and 

underscoring the doctrine of the One Buddha Vehicle (Hurvitz 196). Buddha Shakyamuni 

reveals that he has indeed been fully awakened for indeterminable kalpas and will never 

truly pass into extinction, but has put on a show of birth and death in order to inspire 

sentient beings to practice (238). We are told that merely rejoicing in the Lotus Sutra 

produces inconceivable heaps of merit (258).  

 These anecdotes respectively highlight the intensity of forebearance, the 

incredible power of prajna, and the nuanced applications of virya. The paramitas, now 

made visible by examples of their fruit and function, perfume the previously described 

vastness of space and time with an aroma of Buddhist practice, instilling the notion that 

Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha are completely delocalized, unbound by time and place and 

extending throughout the universe. The Lotus Sutra is thereby made relevant to anywhere 

that a bodhisattva teaches the Dharma with the qualifications mentioned above. Now that 

the text has opened up the theme of bodhisattva activity, its spatial and temporal 

dimensions explode and take on universal relevance as the cultivation of the paramitas 

approaches perfection, and as the chronotopic representations of bodhisattvas blur with 

those of Buddhas.  

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

#!These are generosity (dana), ethical discipline (sila), forebearance (ksanti), energetic striving (virya), 

meditative concentration (dhyana), and wisdom (prajna) (Birnbaum 2013). 
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Animating the Lotus Sutra 

 Thus far, we have examined the ways that the Lotus Sutra strategically represents 

space, time, and mental faculties as a troika in order to create a visually stunning universe 

densely populated by Buddhist practitioners and the principles that guide them. But why 

is this useful for the readers of the Lotus Sutra? Why has this text endured for so long as 

a staple of Mahayana scholarship, as opposed to falling into obscurity or being dismissed 

as too baroque to be of any benefit? The discussion that follows will illustrate how these 

same literary motifs regarding space and time invite the reader into the rich displays of 

the Lotus Sutra and bring the text to life in the lived experience of those who revere it. 

 This process begins with the premise of the One Buddha Vehicle. Upon beginning 

his discourse, Shakyamuni straightaway dismantles the notion of multiple Buddhist paths 

to different fruits, asserting instead that his former differentiation of One Vehicle into 

three was merely a clever device to induce various beings onto the path (Hurvitz 30). 

Moreover, all Buddhas, past and future, also teach the One Vehicle in different forms to 

different beings according to their omniscient assessment of strengths and weaknesses. 

This pivotal teaching serves to knock down any imagined ontological barriers between 

sincere followers of the Dharma. Because &!!(.-)$,(-0(#2$(54))2&6,(#$&+2"3B(&%$(

skillfully constructed facades steered by the same altruistic intent, any distance, reckoned 

in asamkhyeyas of kalpas, between an earnest practitioner and awakening is necessarily 

continuous and traversable. 

 This is demonstrated by the onslaught of prophecies bestowed upon shravakas of 

meager learning. Although the arhats are likened to blind men, drunkards, and vagrants of 

overweening pride in their presumption of attaining extinction, the door to true 
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accomplishment remains open to them. Even more so, Buddhahood becomes a verified 

certainty. This tenor of hopefulness, of recovering from a backslidden state, remains 

throughout the text, making it seem plausible that even you or I, enshrouded as we are by 

the veils of limited perception, might also receive a prophecy of Buddhahood. 

 But the Sutra goes much further than getting our hopes up. In fact, the text itself 

makes frequent allusions to its audience of contemporary readers by extolling the virtues 

of those who can keep the Sutra in ages to come. By dint of their stewardship of the Lotus 

Sutra, these hypothetical Dharma wardens 8&%$(#-(A$(1-%,2"//$)(1"#2(/&!.,(D-"3$)L(&,("0(

-00$%"3B,(1$%$(A$"3B(.&)$(#-(&(V-%!)(R-3-%$)(]3$9(;R4%*"#G(XY<>?( 

 This encouragement to putative holders of the Dharma Blossom becomes even 

.-%$()"%$+#(12$3(I2&7'&.43"($00$+#"*$!'(A%$&7,(#2$(0-4%#2(1&!!("3(+2&/#$%(X^?(8H3(&B$,(

'$#(#-(+-.$E9(2$(,&',E(8"0(#2$%$(",(&(B--)(.&3(-%(&(B--)(1-.&3(12-E(2$&%"3B(#2$(

M$*&)&##&(F2&/#$%(-0(#2$(I+%"/#4%$_(1"#2(a pure heart believes and reveres it, evincing 

3-(43+$%#&"3#"$,_9(#2$'(1"!!(#%&*$!(1"#2(#2$(*&%"-4,(A!$,,"3B,(-0(#2",(.$%"#(12$%$*$%(#2$'(

may wander (Hurvitz 197). This method of self-reference summons the reader into the 

world of the Lotus Sutra, assuming &3)(#2$%$A'(+%$&#"3B(&(+-3#"34"#'(A$#1$$3(#2$(#$:#6,(

world and our own. 

O2$(8W%$&+2$%,(-0(#2$(M2&%.&9(&%$(&!1&',()$/"+#$)(&,($:",#"3B("3(#2$(04#4%$E(&0#$%(

the text, in an age resembling our own. In this way the Lotus Sutra figures its readers as 

the Sangh&(-0(#2$(04#4%$E(#2$(,4++$,,-%,(-0(#2$(54))2&,6(S4"3#$,,$3#"&!(1",)-.("3(.$#&-

textualized form. Having heard this Sutra, they (we) are diagnosed as having launched 

great vows in the past (Hurvitz 174), and thus are the rightful inheritors of every burden 

and accolade shouted by the text at its future keepers. These slippages between the Lotus 
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cosmology and our present reality offer readers the possibility of bringing the ineffable 

depth of this imagery into lived experience. We have already heard the Sutra, and if we 

practice as instructed we might also see it in its truest form. And as we shall see, we as 

trustees of the Lotus Sutra are in good company. 

Models of Practice, Gateways to Everywhere 

 If the Lotus Sutra interpellates its readers as its own caretakers, how does it 

recommend they perform their august duty? Here we must return to the literary 

depictions within the text to understand what a keeper of the Dharma Blossom actually 

does. In the title of this subheading I have borrowed from the famous 25
th

 chapter of the 

Lotus Sutra that illuminates the unobstructed conduct of Avalokitesvara, or Guan Yin as 

(s)he is known in China. However, the Sutra does not entitle Guan Yin to exclusive 

access to a universal gate. Certainly Shakyamuni, with his unfathomable lifespan and 

uncountable emanations, also travels unobstructedly throughout space, as do Many 

`$1$!,(&3)(I&.&3#&A2&)%&?(a&#2$%E(&,(1$(2&*$(,$$3E(#2",(8B&#$1&'(#-($*$%'12$%$9(",(&(

representation of the way extremely accomplished practitioners experience and occupy 

space and time. In a sense, it is an (almost) intelligible image used to depict the fruit of 

Buddhahood and advanced bodhisattvahood that truly lies beyond expression.  

 But it can also refer to the omnipresent accessibility of supernatural aid by our 

unfettered benefactors (Birnbaum 2013). In this sense, how is the gateway to everywhere 

opened by the sutra? Beyond protection from bandits and storms, how is the ultimate 

protection of freedom from suffering made available to us by the Lotus Sutra? Although 

the entire text is littered with bits and pieces of practical instruction for an aspiring 

bodhisattva, these key points are brought into focus by the concluding chapters of the text 
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which recount the past careers of present powerful bodhisattvas. These chapters mark a 

final literary shift in the Sutra to a biographical mode in which  specific, historicized 

actions produce the beings so many Chinese Buddhists rely upon for support.  

 Take for example the account of two choice former lifetimes of the bodhisattva 

Medicine King. In a distant buddhafield, innumerable kalpas ago, there dwelt a 

bodhisattva called Seen With Joy by All Living Beings. After twelve thousand years of 

practicing asceticism, Seen With Joy accomplished the samadhi that displays all manner 

of physical bodies (Hurvitz 294). Out of deep gratitude for having been taught the 

Dharma Blossom, to which he credits his accomplishment, he utilized this samadhi to 

offer a rain of precious substances on his awakened teacher. But this token of 

appreciation, ornate though it was, would not suffice for our bodhisattva. Wishing to 

make the deepest offering possible, Seen With Joy ritually prepares his body for 

combustion, makes a great vow before his Buddha, and ignites himself, burning his body 

as a pure Dharma offering for two hundred years (Hurvitz 295). 

 Shakyamuni himself also summarizes a formative episode in his own bodhisattva 

career. In a past long since elapsed, a bodhisattva of great courage was born in the age of 

the counterfeit Dharma, at which time the Sangha was corrupted by overweening pride. 

This did not deter our protagonist from bowing down before them, making sincere 

obeisance and praising the halfhearted bhiksus as being destined for Buddhahood. The 

prideful practitioners were annoyed by this, and rebuked the bodhisattva with insults and 

&A4,$E(B"*"3B(2".(#2$(3&.$(8U$*$%(M",/&%&B"3B9(;R4%*"#G(^<\>?(b3)$#$%%$)(A'(#2",(

violence, at the end of his life Never Disparaging was able to receive the Scripture of the 

Dharma Blossom from Buddhas dwelling in space, and by this virtue his lifespan was 
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extended for millions of years and his sensory faculties purified (Hurvitz 281). We also 

learn that Never Disparaging may well have been correct in his premature prophecies, 

because now, after his attainment of Buddhahood, he preaches the Dharma Blossom to 

those same prideful monks who maligned him long ago (Hurvitz 282). 

 As inspirational as these accounts may be, they and others like them also function 

as brokers between readers, the florid Lotus cosmology, and its instructions for practice. 

If the middle section of the Sutra stirred up an eddy of imagery surrounding the benefits 

of practicing the Lotus Sutra, then the gossamer dust settles in the accounts of these 

bodhisattvas. Operating in reverse, the portrayals of Never Disparaging and Medicine 

King provide examples of great practitioners that cause the previous section to cohere 

into a practice manual. These exemplars of excellent practice, by their actions performed 

within a particular kind of time and space, embody the modes of devotion and insight 

necessary for the reader to fit these representations into her mind and live them out in 

%$&!"#'?(N(843"*$%,&!(B&#$9(2&,(A$$3(-/$3$)(3-#(-3!'(A'(#2$(+-./&,,"-3&#$(*-1,(-0(

Avalokitesvara, but also A'(2",(&3)(2",(+-2-%#,6($:$./!&%'(/%&+#"+$? 

 So what kind of system emerges between the middle section of the text and the 

following depiction of its avatars? Let us return to a passage from the Devadatta chapter 

#2&#($:/-43),(#2$(.$%"#,(-0(-3$(12-(81"#2(& pure heart believes and reveres [the chapter], 

$*"3+"3B(3-()-4A#(-%(43+$%#&"3#"$,9(;R4%*"#G(XcY>?(O2$(Lotus Sutra is replete with similar 

passages emphasizing trust and acceptance as paramount virtues, but this is fairly 

uncommon in earlier Buddhist literature, wherein close scrutiny and a particular breed of 

skepticism were encouraged (Thanissaro 2012). So why the shift? In the chapter 

Discrimination of Merits, which catalogues the immense payoffs of such trust and belief, 
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we discover that more virtuous than the one who faithfully keeps the Sutra is the one who 

8+&3(7$$/(#2$(,+%"/#4%$(&3)E(at the same time, practice the spreading of gifts, the keeping 

-0(#2$(/%-2"A"#"-3,E_(&3)(1",)-.E(2-1(0&%(,4/$%"-%(2",($:+$!!$3+$,(,2&!!(A$E(2-1(
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while devotional practices are necessary, they are most potent when paired with the pan-

Mahayana practice of the six paramitas.  

 In this way, the Lotus Sutra avoids becoming a devotional cult of itself, but 

advocates its brand of faith in conjunction with pre-existing practices. We must assume 

then that as fervent trust is lacking without the paramitas, the paramitas are also lacking 

without fervent trust. So what bonuses are added by trust and acceptance? The answer to 

this question is intimately connected with the psycho/spatial/temporal dimensions of the 

text. Situated within an infinite expanse of space and time, we have bodhisattvas who, in 

contrast to us readers, are practicing perfectly or near-perfectly, as in the case of 

C$)"+"3$(f"3B6,(*"B-%-4,(-00$%"3B(-0(2",(-13(A-)'(&3)(U$*$%(M",/&%&B"3B6,(

forebearance of abuse. We are told that over innumerable kalpas, these qualities of vigor 

and forebearance are connected to the fulfillment of vows, which in turn produce the 

imposing majesty of the great bodhisattvas herein (Hurvitz 295, 316).  

 Who among us could imagine accomplishing such Herculean tasks entirely on our 

own, without some source of confidence and solace? The trust implored by the Lotus 

Sutra is not an injunction to blind faith or pious servility, but an aspect of Right View, a 

necessary leg to stand on when embarking upon the bodhisattva path. The Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas of the Lotus Sutra are not aloof to the sincere efforts of practitioners, whose 

1$&%"3$,,(&3)(#%$/")&#"-3(#2$(#$:#(&3#"+"/&#$,(&3)(%$!"$*$,(1"#2(/%-.",$,(-0(8#2$(
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passages of the text not only serve to insert the reader into these insurmountable tropes of 

space and time, but do so gently, in a way that leaves the practitioner inspired rather than 

intimidated by the massive scale of the bodhisattva path. 

Conclusion: A T ext Awakened 

 From this point of view, the practical instructions of the Lotus Sutra are not at all 

complicated. Practice the paramitas with diligence. Propagate the Dharma in an 

appropriate way. Meet all hardship and criticism with an even forebearance. By 

practicing these sincerely, you will be succored by the protective power of the Buddhas 

and sufficient merit will be generated to see your vows fulfilled. Why do such simple 

"3,#%4+#"-3,(%$S4"%$(,4+2(/-./(&3)(+"%+4.,#&3+$g(5$+&4,$(83-3$(+&3(73-1(#2$(54))2&9(

(Hurvitz 23). In his single-minded mission to convey all sentient to complete awakening, 

the Thus Come One teaches beings through expedient means, of which this Sutra 

/%-+!&".,("#,$!0(#-(A$(0-%$.-,#?(`4,#(!"7$(.'#2(-0(I2&7'&.43"6,()",+"/!$,2"/(43)$%(

Buddha Dipamkara (238), the grandiloquence of his supernatural powers, of his body, 

and of his times, spaces, and stories: all of these are skillful means employed for the 

express purpose of circumventing confused perception and causing beings to gain 

liberation.  

In this sense, what the Buddha is, and what this Sutra is, are not contained within 

literary representations of time and space but are themselves storehouses of skillful 

chronotopic devices, toolboxes of fictive guideposts intended to proffer their viewers to a 

freedom beyond all form and concept. The Buddha, utterly free of the fetter of being and 

becoming, of time and space, of existence and nonexistence (Hanh 8), is in his 
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appearances none other than a story, told at variance to different beings, and with the 

Lotus Sutra, he tells us the nonlinear story of that story in hopes that it may come true. 
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